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Wayne Wiley, known in Hollywood circles as 
Dewey, is a well-known animal trainer and 
stunt performer whose positive attitude and 
sheer grit have allowed  him to recover from 
countless injuries.

The rich aroma of Jamaican jerk spices 
—pimentos,  cinnamon, cloves and 
Scotch bonnet peppers— fills the air at 
Wings n Tings, Necole Hines’ food stall at 
Crossroads Market. 
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King Penguin, Caesar, leads his fellow penguins down the Penguin Walk route at the Calgary Zoo on Jan. 20, 2015. 
The event attracted approximately 60 people, most of them children. The Penguin walk will run until March when 
the warm weather hits Calgary. PHOTO BY ANUP DHALIWAL/CALGARY JOURNAL
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“Everything is Oscars...or Oscars is Awesome!!”
PHOTO BY CHRIS BUCK/ COURTESY OF WARNER BROTHERS RECORDS

C algary born Tegan and Sara 
have seen unprecedented 
success since the launch 

of their music careers with 
their first album in 2002. But 
now, they are entering into 
a completely different world 
of song writing for movies. 
The 34-year-old twins’ original 
song “Everything is Awesome” 
became a household tune for 
families all around the world 

with the release of the Lego 
movie in February 2014. If that 
wasn’t enough, the two were 
subsequently nominated for 
Best Original Song at the 87th 
annual Academy Awards. The 
Calgarians posted a humble 
thanks to their fans on their site. 

“This was the first time we 
contributed to a track that was 
specifically written for a film, 
and it’s been a real thrill to 

watch it become such a popular 
song with people of all ages,” the 
sisters gushed on their website, 
www.teganandsara.com.

The duo have been touring 
with Katy Perry in the last 
year and have had their music  
featured on TV shows like Greys 
Anatomy, Veronica Mars and 
Vampire Diaries. 

The Oscars air on February 22. 

Pitter patter of penguin feet at the Calgary Zoo

EXPOSURE 
PHOTOGRAPHY
FESTIVAL 2015

Venues in Calgary, Banff and the 
Bow Valley host the 4th annual 
amateur photography festival. 
See some  snapshots at the 
Calgary opening on Feb. 5, 
7 — 9 p.m. at the Founders’ 
Gallery, 4520 Crowchild Trail S.W.

FEBRUARY IS 
BLACK HISTORY 

MONTH
Events are being held across the 
city to celebrate Black History 
Month: A Living History. On Feb. 
20th, be sure to grab some skates 
and hit the Olympic Plaza for 
“Africans on Ice,” a free event 
from 4 — 8 p.m. Skates and 
helmets are free to borrow.  

OH, CANADA
See contemporary art from 
“North North America” at the 
Glenbow Museum, an exhibit 
that showcases Canadian artists 
from Jan. 31 — Apr. 26. Artists 
will be attending throughout the 
month of February to share their 
“behind the scenes” with visitors. 
Visit www.glenbow.org for more 
information. 
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C yberbullying is more concerning than teenage 
pregnancy, drug and alcohol use, according 
to Canadian parents based on a recent survey 

conducted by Primus Telecommunication Canada, 
Inc., and PREVNet. 

In recent years, bullying has become such 
a large concern that in 2012, the Education 
Act in Alberta was revised to define the term. 
Bullying is “repeated and hostile or demeaning 
behaviour by an individual in the school 
community where the behaviour is intended 
to cause harm, fear or distress to one or more 
other individuals in the school community, 
including psychological harm or harm to an 
individual’s reputation.”

A recent research survey, Protecting 
Canadian Families Online was conducted 
from April 22 to April 28 on the issue of 
cyberbullying. It was known that cyberbullying 
was a concern, but to what extent?

The results of the survey conducted by Primus 
Telecommunication Canada Inc., partnered 
with PREVNet (Promoting Relationships and 
Eliminating Violence Network) state that 48 per 
cent of Canadian parents are more concerned 
with cyberbullying than with teen pregnancy 
(44 per cent), drug use (40 per cent) or alcohol 
use (38 per cent). 

Wendy Craig, the scientific co-director 

of PREVNet said, “Cyberbullying is likely 
becoming a bigger concern for parents due 
to the significance of its impact on children 
and the fact that kids nowadays are spending 
even more time online.”

According to the survey: “Parents believe 
they are most responsible for their child’s online 
safety. The majority of parents (81 per cent) feel 
that they are most responsible for protecting 
their children from cyberbullying.” 

In Alberta, 89 per cent of parents were 
likely to assign primary responsibility for their 
children’s safety to themselves. 

When parents were asked who else should 
be responsible for protecting their child they 
responded with “schools (54 per cent), social 
media companies (41 per cent), the government 

(31 per cent) and friends (30 per cent).”
To get these results, Primus ran the survey 

using LegerWeb, Leger’s online panel. The 
survey targeted 1,000 parents from across 
Canada who have at least one child between 
the ages of eight and 16 who have access to the 
Internet in their home.

The survey isn’t just providing information 
on how parents feel about cyberbullying in 
Canada, though. Primus and PREVNet are 
working together on an online program for 
families to learn how to use the Internet safely, 
and how to monitor online activity and spot the 
warning signs of cyberbullying.

Primus executive, Brad Fisher, said that 
despite Canadian parents’ concern regarding 
cyberbullying, there still needs to be awareness 
and education on this issue. 

“There are a number of ways parents can help 
promote online safety, but the key is that they 
need to educate themselves first and take a 
more proactive approach in knowing how their 
children behave online and use the Internet,” 
Fisher said.

Some practices parents can utilize are to 
communicate with their children about the risks 
of sharing information such as pictures online, 
and explain the importance of not interacting 
with people that are unknown.

Currently the online program is still being 
developed in Toronto, and Primus and PREVNet 
are hoping to pilot the program with an 
organization in the Greater Toronto Area.

With how popular medias and technologies 
that have the ability to connect to the 
Internet are for youth, Primus and PREVNet 
are scheduling to launch the program later 
this year.

“The rate of digital interactions will only 
increase as technology continues to evolve,” 
Craig explained. 

“The challenge we all face as parents and 
adults working with youth — and this is 
something we hear consistently from youth 
— is that kids don’t think their parents can 
help, or protect them, when it comes to 
cyberbullying. They don’t see their parents as 
being savvy or as connected online, which is a 
problem that needs to be addressed and fixed,” 
Craig said.

“Cyberbullying continues to be a serious and 
prevalent issue among Canadian youth today—
one that has devastating consequences to their 
self-esteem and mental health,” said Fisher.

The government of Alberta has resources 
online for parents and children, with 
videos, quizzes and statistics available for 
understanding bullying in all of its forms.

The survey validity had a margin of error of 
+/- 3.1 per cent, 19 times out of 20.

“Cyberbullying continues to 
be a serious and prevalent 

issue among Canadian 
youth today”

BRAD FISHER,
Primus executive

Parents want to close the lid on cyberbullying
Primus partners with PREVNet to develop online program on Internet safety  

JALINE PANKRATZ
jpankratz@cjournal.ca

Recent survey shows parents are increasingly concerned over cyberbullying.. ILLUSTRATION BY MASHA SCHEELE
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T he rate of identity theft and fraud is on the 
rise all across the country. But some of the 
highest rates are in Alberta — a potential 

side effect of the province’s wealth.
According to Statistics Canada, identity fraud 

has increased by 8.62 per cent. Identity theft, 
on the other hand, has a rate of 3.79 per cent 
between the years of 2010 and 2013 in Canada.

By comparison, in 2013 in Alberta, the rate 
was 28.55 per 100,000 people in fraud and 
9.76 in identity theft. Meanwhile, on a national 
scale, 6.16 per cent of Canadians were victims 
of identity theft and 26.82 per cent were victims 
to fraud.  

This means that Alberta has the second and 
third highest rates for identity theft and fraud 
in the country, but it is still unclear as to why 
Alberta is a hot spot for this kind of criminal 
activity. 

Daniel Khan, a student at the University of 
Calgary, is just one of many victims in Alberta 
who had his identity stolen.

Khan found himself in this very situation 
after innocently surfing the Internet for a new 
jacket. When he found a website that looked 
legitimate, he made the purchase online, but 
then he noticed unusual charges on his Visa bill.

“I check my credit card, and there’s over $400 
worth of charges for that company when the 
jacket itself was $250 and I see little $10 charges 
from…[different]…websites.”

Unlike many other victims of identity theft 
and fraud, Khan was fortunate because Visa 
refunded his money.        

Chris Williams, a civil litigator based in 
Calgary, represents victims like Khan in court. 

“This province attracts a lot of people with 
a lot of money in the oil and gas sector… It’s 
a wealthy province and it’s a good target,” 
Williams explained, when asked why these rates 
keep rising.

But Srgt. Conal Archer of the RCMP has a 
somewhat different view.

“I don’t think the oil and gas industry has 
anything specific to do with identity theft or 
why people would come here to get money 
in a fraudulent capacity,” said Archer, who is a 

member of Financial Integrity Unit.
Archer explained that the rate is high due to 

the “volume of people, the amount of banks and 
the amount of business that is being done here.” 

For her own part, Wendy Mah, the crime 
prevention coordinator at Alberta Motor 
Association, also sees the province’s wealthy 
economy as one of the main factors as to why 
Alberta has such a high rate of identity theft 
and fraud.

“Fraudsters will follow the money trail on 
coming here because there is such an influx of 
people, and the money that comes with it. “

In addition, Archer, Williams and Mah all seem 
to agree that there are preventative steps that 
can be taken to stop identity theft and fraud. 

Ken Chaplin, a senior vice-president with the 
consumer division of TransUnion Canada said 
it’s important to protect yourself from fraud and 
identity theft. 

Specifically, he said to carry the minimum 
amount of identity cards or papers and 
also examine personal digital security. He 
recommended that all computers and data be 
password protected and locked down. 

“Like any other security system, if you look 
around your neighbourhood, you know the 
house that has the lights on, and the bars on 
the window isn’t completely locked down and 
criminal-proof, but it certainly isn’t an easy 
target,” Chaplin said.

Nevertheless, Chaplin said, “[fraud is] a crime 
of opportunity…there’s not a system that’s 
completely fool proof. There are smart people 
out there that can always find their way in.”

Identity theft and fraud on the rise in Canada
Alberta places second in theft and third in fraud among country’s provinces

JUSTINE DEARDOFF & KATHERINE HUITMEA 
jdeardoff@cjournal.ca  

 khuitema@cjournal.ca 

“Don’t carry too many credit cards around with you,” Archer warns.  PHOTO BY KATHERINE HUITEMA

“It’s a crime of opportunity…
there’s not a system that’s 

completely fool proof. There 
are smart people out there 

that can always find 
their way in”

KEN CHAPLIN,
Senior vice-president with the consumer 

division of TransUnion Canada

“’They use disguises when they stand in front of 
cameras’ – Sgt. Conal Archer.”. PHOTO BY KATHERINE 
HUITEMA AND JUSTINE DEARDOFF
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Change in the air but critics want more
Big energy companies control pace of efforts to reduce emissions  

P remier Jim Prentice recently promised to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions in Alberta 
— which has a reputation for being Canada’s 

environmental bad boy. Among the reasons for that 
reputation: it’s home to the top greenhouse gas 
generating facilities in Canada. 

Environmental activists said actions must be taken 
to reduce emissions at those facilities. But one of 
their owners said steps have already been taken to 
do just that.

The facilities that are taking these steps are Suncor 
Energy Inc. Oil Sands, the Sundance Thermal Electric 
Power Generating Plant, the Mildred Lake and 
Aurora North Plant Sites. 

Combined, these facilities released more than 30 
million tonnes of greenhouse gases in 2012.

In an email, David Suzuki Foundation science 
and policy manager Ian Bruce stated the amount of 
emissions produced by complexes like these mean 
Canada may not meet its 2020 target for greenhouse 
gas emissions.

Global environmental campaigning organization 
Greenpeace, agreed saying technology needs to be 
produced that can help reduce emissions.

But in a phone interview, Greenpeace climate and 
energy campaigner Mike Hudema said further steps 
must be taken.  

 “Alberta has a huge emissions problem and we are 
the most climate polluting province in the country,” 
Hudema said, “unfortunately, that problem is just 
going to get worse, unless the government actually 
steps in to do something about it.”

Hudema also believes that many environmental 
problems can be blamed on the power and influence 
of big companies over the Albertan government.

“They are hurting the democratic process here 
in Alberta, and so a lot of choices aren’t being 
presented,” Hudema said, “A lot of choices are really 
being suffocated and not being allowed to flourish 
in a province where really they should be flourishing.” 

Wood Buffalo councilor Guy Boutilier, whose 
district is home to two of the three facilities, knows 
action must be taken for future generations. 

“We breathe the air every day…” Boutilier said,  “As 
a father I want Marc, my son who is six years old, to 
be healthy. So I care deeply about the environment.”

Boutilier, who also served as Alberta’s environmental 
protection minister in 2005, said research on the 
development and use of efficient technologies to 
reduce greenhouse gases is important to him.

Syncrude owns both the Mildred Lake and Aurora 
North Plant complexes, and Will Gibson, the Syncrude 
media relations advisor said technologies have 
already been developed and implemented by their 
research and development teams. 

“It’s not just the right thing to do,” Gibson said, “it’s 
also the smart thing to do, from a business sense.”

Some of these innovations include implementing 
a task force to observe each facility in hopes to find 
ways in conversing energy and employing hydro-
transport technology to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions from trucks and conveyor belts. 

“With any business you want to try and reduce 
your cost and it is just another incentive for us to look 
at ways to reduce our greenhouse gases because 
they represent a cost,” Gibson said, “every time you 
see steam floating up over our plant that represents 
a cost in terms of dollars because it’s heat escaping.”

Nevertheless, the David Suzuki Foundation said 
there is a clear need to strengthen regulations to 
the oldest and dirtiest plants in Canada.

“Canada has gone from moving at a tortoise’s pace 
to a snail’s pace,” Bruce said in an email.

The provincial government did not respond to 
repeated requests for comment. Suncor, owner of 
Suncor Energy Inc. Oil Sands, and TransAlta — owner 
of the Sundance Thermal Electric Power Generating 
Plant — also did not respond to a request for 
comment.

“Canada has gone from 
moving at a tortoise’s pace 

to a snail’s pace”
DAVID SUZUKI FOUNDATION

A collection of  energy  facilities realsed more than 30 million tonnes of greenhouse gases in 2012.   PHOTO BY JOSIE LUKEY

JOSIE LUKEY & MIGUEL MORALES
jlukey@cjournal.ca 

mmorales@cjournal.ca



It may cost less to fill up the car, but the price 
of oil has far-reaching and detrimental effects.

With the Alberta government and 
economy so dependent on oil revenue, local 
environmentalists are worried that their concerns 
will be a low priority as the government focuses 
on reducing budgets. 

“At a time when people are really having to look 
at resources and where to allocate resources, the 
environment will be seen as a luxury that we 
don’t really have to invest in,” said Danah Duke, 
executive director of the Miistakis Institute. 

Conservation, stewardship and monitoring 
initiatives offered within the government are 
probably going to be reduced, Duke said.  She 
said she is worried that these responsibilities will 
fall on the environmental sector when they don’t 
have the resources to take on the extra work.

Many environmental groups in Alberta are 
run by volunteers, or only have one-to-two staff 

members, said Duke.  
“Meanwhile, we are 
seeing the services 
required by those 
environmental groups 
increasing,” she added. 

Duke is also the 
environment grant 
review committee 
co-chair of Alberta 
Ecotrust.  She said she 
is worried about what 
will happen to the 
trust.

“Ecotrust follows this 
unique partnership 
model between the 
corporate sector and 
the environmental 
sector,” Duke said. “The 
financial support for 
Ecotrust comes from 
industry.”

Duke said she is 
concerned that the 
smaller environment 
organizations that rely 
on Ecotrust for funding 
will suffer. 

“There is a big 
concern there that 
falling oil  prices 
might have negative 
consequences on 
resources available to 
Ecotrust,” she said. 

Environmental groups in Alberta are used to being 
creative when looking for funding, Duke said.  Of the 
money granted to environmental groups in Canada 
in 2012, 4.9 per cent went to Alberta, compared 
to 45.2 per cent in British Columbia, according 
to a report released in 2014 by the Canadian 
Environmental Grantmakers’ Network.  

Duke predicts that with the drop in oil prices, 
the Miistakis Institute will have to further diversify 
their funding sources.

Without funding for staff, reliance upon 
volunteers will increase, said Michael Quinn 
director of the Institute for Environmental 
Sustainability at Mount Royal University.  

“It’s pretty hard to be in the volunteer sector, 
and be excited and ‘rah rah,’ trying to protect a 
particular place if you are trying to deal with all 
of these other pressures,” Quinn said.  “It comes 
down to an overall societal moral.

On the other hand, this crisis might be just the 
time to push alternative energy sources.  

“Sometimes the best changes that happen in 
systems, happen after a crisis because it forces us 
to respond,” Quinn said.   

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA FEB  2015 07
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Gassing up is cheap, but overall there is a bigger cost to the system—“Our health care system is going to suffer, our 
education system is going to suffer, there’s an overall cost of this current decline,” said Michael Quinn.  
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY JOCELYN DOLL

JOCELYN DOLL
jdoll@cjournal.ca

Cheap gas may mean fewer dollars for environment
Organisations that rely on government funds could suffer as a result

“Sometimes the best changes 
that happen in systems, 

happen after a crisis because 
it forces us to respond.”

MICHAEL QUINN,
Mount Royal University
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As a 911 emergency operator, Jody Jones 
knows what to do when tragedy strikes. 

After being informed that Calgary Police 
Service Const. John Petropoulos died on duty 
after a fatal fall, Jones knew she wanted to 
improve health and safety in all fields, not just for 
emergency workers. She was proactive by getting 
involved in the John Petropoulos Memorial Fund 
(JPMF).

In 2000, Petropoulos, 32, responded to a break-
and-enter call. After finding no potential criminal 
on the lower level of the building, there was only 
a mezzanine left to check. Petropoulos searched 
behind boxes, again to no avail. He walked across 
the mezzanine and onto a false ceiling that was 
not sealed off by a railing, which the law requires. 

Petropoulos fell nine feet and hit his head, 
eventually dying from brain injuries.    

Jones is the fund’s spokesperson and travels 
across Alberta and Canada spreading the message 
of the importance of safety.

“I really get to bring that idea back to the 
forefront and knowing that I’m talking about an 
issue that a lot of people aren’t talking about,” said 
Jones, adding, ”to raise that awareness.”

Jones believes being able to get people to look 
at safety from a different perspective is not only 
challenging, but fun as well. 

Jones added that small changes in thinking go a 
long way to bringing about big change.

“I also get to see that bigger picture and if I can 
have the impact on one person in my presentations, 
then give us feedback on something that they’ve 
changed, whether it be tying down equipment in 

the back of their pick-
up truck or clearing out 
their entry way,” she said.

Leaning on her 
experience as a 911 
operator, Jones said her 
work with the memorial 
fund has resulted in her 
talking to companies 
about the telephone 
number staff use to 
access an outside line, 
or “dial out.” 

Many businesses use 
9 to reach an outside 
line, she noted, and 
“that leads to a lot of 
911 misdials — we have 
300 in Calgary a day — 
so there have actually 
been companies that 
have changed their dial-
out number because of 

the JPMF message and that’s powerful.”
Others with the memorial fund have 

acknowledged the hard work that Jones has done 
to spread their message. 

“Jody is an outstanding public speaker and very 
experienced at delivering the JPMF workplace 
safety presentations,” 
said Maryanne Pope, the 
widow of Petropoulos 
and chair of the fund. 

“What this says about 
her character is that 
she is very passionate 
about public speaking 
and about the subject 
matter, educating the 
public about why and 
how to make their 
workplaces safer for 
everyone, including 
emergency responders,” 
Pope said. 

“I guess I walk in thinking of the bigger picture. I 
walk in thinking if I can impact one person here and 
then seeing the responses afterwards of when I do 
have an impact, that pays for itself in that,” Jones 
said. 

Pope also realizes that the bigger picture is what 
the fund has to focus on, an attitude that reflects 
why Jones has been a perfect fit for the JPMF.

“The most effective public speakers are the 
ones who realize they are the messenger, not the 
hero. The hero is actually the audience members, 
for it is up to them to determine whether or not 
they will actually take what they have learned 
and implement it in their own lives in some way,” 
Pope said. 

“A powerful presenter committed to effecting 
change in behaviour, such as Jody, understands 
this and delivers their presentation accordingly,” 
she added. 

Audience members seem to grasp that there is 
merit to what Jones and the fund are doing. 

“It’s something that people know is important 
but I think take for granted. It gets you to examine 
your own practices and question what you can 
do to improve them,” said Andrew Jayrod, an 
attendee of a recent presentation. 

“She [Jones] was really engaging, and that 
really helps. People may go into these types of 
presentations thinking that there’s nothing they 
can tell me that I don’t know, but it is about 
improving, as well as implementing,” Jayrod said.

Jones understands that balance is tremendously 
important to continue discussing tragic events 
and family life seems to be that counter balance 
for Jones. 

“For me, some of my biggest ones are playing 
with my kids, or I make sure I have time to hang 
out with them and just enjoy the simpler things 
in life and be able to not worry so much about 
what’s going on out there,” said the mother of two.

“But focus back to the real reason why every 
one of us goes to work every day. It’s for those 
small little pleasures, or going to movies, or going 
for a walk, or going to dinner with your husband. 

There’s such a wide 
variety of ways we can 
take care of ourselves in 
this field.”  

Though it would be 
ideal if the message 
of working in safe 
conditions did not 
need to be repeated, 
the John Petropoulos 
Memorial Fund will 
continue spreading its 
message and hopefully 
influencing people.

“I think it’s a message 
that is so versatile and 

the message could change every single time, to 
talking about what’s going on behind the scenes 
to worksite safety, that really this message has 
longevity,” said Jones, adding the JPMF should be 
able to operate for a long time, but “the barrier to 
that is funding.”

Getting secure funding could help spread the 
memorial fund’s message in-person more often 
than they currently do.

“We’ve presented all the way to Montréal 
and all the way to Victoria, but the funding isn’t 
Canada-wide,” Jones said.  “We only have funding 
for Alberta so we’re pretty limited in our scope 
as of now, so once that falls into place this could 
go national.”

Dealing with danger in the workplace

Jody Jones educates work places about dangers lurking in the workplace. 
VIDEO IMAGE BY ASHLEY GRANT

Presentations aim to prevent tragedies like death of Calgary police officer John Petropoulos 

ASHLEY GRANT
agrant@cjournal.ca

“The most effective public 
speakers are the ones 

who realize they are the 
messenger not the hero.” 

MARYANNE POPE,
the widow of Petropoulos and chair of the 

John Petropoulos Memorial fund. 
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Most teenagers believe that they are 
competent at managing their own money. 
However, according to Alberta Education 

Statistics, most of the public disagrees with them 
and experts say those students are in need of help.

Government agencies have yet to respond 
to repeated requests for comment on what 
is being done to improve students’ financial 
literacy although other organizations are offering 
educational programs.

According to the 2013 Satisfaction with 
Education in Alberta Survey, 76 per cent of students 
feel that they are competent in their ability to 
manage money, credit and personal finances. But, 
according to the report, only 31 per cent of the 
public agreed with students’ point of view. 

The difference in the numbers could be because 
the current generation doesn’t understand the 
difference between needs and wants, and the 
impact instant gratification can have on their 
pocketbooks, said Kelly Harper, BMO’s director of 
customer learning experience. 

 “So I might need a new pair of jeans because I 
have outgrown my old pair of jeans, but do I really 
have to buy a pair of $100 jeans or can I buy a $30 
pair of jeans,” Harper said.

But Gary Rabbior, president of the Canadian 
Foundation for Economic Education, suggested 
another explanation for students’ financial illiteracy 
— a lack of information.

“If you get somebody feeling confident about 
making financial decisions but they don’t really 
have the background, it can actually end up being 
worse for them,” said Rabbior.

Parents agree that more needs to be done to help 
students gain these financial literacy skills. 

A report done by BMO called having the “Money 
Talk,” found 96 per cent of parents believe schools 
should be doing more to educate students on 
financial matters. 

According to this report, “31 per cent [of parents] 
rank financial literacy as one of the top three most 
important subjects to teach children in school, 
comparable to social sciences and humanities (32 
per cent).” 

Despite multiple emails and phone calls, officials 
from the Calgary Board of Education and Alberta’s 

Ministry of Education did not respond to requests 
for comment about what is being done by the 
government to further this education.

Meanwhile, the Canadian Bankers Association, 
the Canadian Foundation for Economic Education 
and various banks are offering educational financial 
programs to schools.

Having financially literate customers is important 
to bankers because their day-to-day interactions 
with people and students make up the majority of 
their work. 

Kate Payne, a media relations specialist for 
the Canadian Bankers Association (CBA) said, “A 
financially literate customer is a good customer.”

Programs and in-school seminars are offered in 
the hopes that students will start thinking about 
their money.

In total, the partnership between the CBA, CFEE 
and BMO has reached over 525,000 students in 
schools through the Your Money and the Talk With 
Your Kids About Money programs. 

“[Part of the reason that has sparked the 
movement of financial literacy education], is that 
financial education is not part of core curriculum” 
Harper said. 

“If you don’t understand how credit cards work, 

if you don’t understand compound interest, you 
don’t understand minimum payments, you don’t 
understand what a credit score is and you get into 
trouble the first time you get a credit card,”  Harper 
said, issuing a warning that those mistakes could 
remain with a person forever. 

But part of the responsibility for ensuring those 
mistakes don’t get made rests with parents.

The 2013 study done by BMO found parents 
would rather have a conversation with their kids 
about the facts of life than about money matters.

Harper emphasized the importance of adolescents 
understanding the value of money growing up and 
the necessity for families to have open and honest 
conversations with their children about money.

She suggested the reason parents may shy away 
from talking to their kids about financial literacy is 
embarrassment over their own past mistakes, or 
their own lack of knowledge on the topic.

“I think as a society we need to reduce the stigma 
about the fact that sometimes people make choices 
that maybe aren’t the best in the long term, but it’s 
about how they overcome them,” Harper said.

Harper stated the responsibility of building 
financial capabilities rests with teachers, parents 
and financial services. 

“A financially 
literate customer is a 

goodcustomer.”
KATE PAYNE,

Canadian Bankers Association

Students in Alberta lacking in financial education

Experts say that parents need learn how to discuss financial matters with their children to prevent poor money 
management in the future. PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY NORA CRUICKSHANK

Experts say that there needs to be discussion and training 
NATALIE HOLLAND & NORA CRUICKSHANK 

nholland@cjournal.ca
ncruickshank@cjournal.ca 
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I t’s a big pill to swallow. Never mind the words, 
“you have cancer,” but what comes with those 
three little words is something many don’t 

anticipate. 
Labeled as a big expense, the true costs of 

cancer go far beyond the finances. Who’s to say 
the psychological or relationship burden a cancer 
diagnosis brings with it doesn’t cost as much if not 
more than the treatment?

Richard Erlendson, an instructor at Mount Royal 
University, lost his wife Marj Erlendson to peritoneal 
cancer roughly a year and a half ago.

“It’s quite rare, you have a peritoneum, which is a 
sack at the front of your stomach and kind of holds 
the organs in, and it’s lubricated,” Erlendson said. 
“The cancer cells move around on that lubricated 
peritoneum, and then the cancer spreads to all the 
organs. It’s sort of cancer of everything in the end.”

Diagnosed in 2009, after she underwent routine 
hernia surgery and lab samples came back positive 
for cancer, Erlendson described the few days after 
receiving the news as “anticlimactic.”

“[The doctors] didn’t describe it as a terminal 
cancer, they told us to think of it as having a chronic 
illness,” Erlendson said. “Since I’m an academic and a 
journalist, I started researching it, and in the weeks 
and months that followed, I figured out that this is 

a terminal cancer.”
Dr. Linda C Watson, the lead in person-centered 

care integration with CancerCare Alberta, described 
the typical initial reaction among cancer patients 
as that moment of, “everything is different, I don’t 
know what to do.”

Watson explained that the first phase of a cancer 
diagnosis involves determining exactly what the 
cancer is.

“In that very first phase, you can’t make decisions 
because you have to wait to know what it is. There’s 
this terrible experience of not knowing what you 
can make decisions about,” Watson said.

Erlendson found that after his wife’s diagnosis 
the doctors were more than willing to answer any 
questions he and his wife had, but as he put it, “you 
don’t even know what to know or ask.”

“Oddly enough nothing changed,” Erlendson 
said, “in her case, my wife was an exceedingly 
upbeat, energetic person, positive and optimistic, 
so she carried on life completely normally.”                                                             

“Nothing discontinued after his wife’s diagnosis,” 
Erlendson said, “she said yes to all invitations, she 
was extremely social, we continued hosting people 
and being out and about.”

Erlendson found his wife’s positive attitude to 
be differing from his own a few weeks after the 
diagnosis, and said he was “sad about my wife 
having cancer and seeing her slowly deteriorating, 
knowing she was dying with no hope of recovery.”

“For months on end I would be very close to tears 
at any given moment,” Erlendson said. “I was also 
— the word’s not confused or disoriented — but 
I would misplace the cars keys, I lost my wallet, or 
I put gas in the diesel Jetta, and I put diesel in the 
gas Civic.”

Erlendson described the feeling as being 
“present, but not present.”

A NEW NORMAL
A 2012 study done by the Journal of Oncology 
Practice about the “physical, psychosocial, relationship, 
economic burden of caring for people with cancer: a 
review,” reported caregivers experiencing surprise, 
shock, disbelief, anger, distress, fear and depression 
in response to a cancer diagnosis.

“That [feeling] really continued throughout the 
entire process. I was focused on her as her major 
caregiver and I continued working full time,” Erlendson 
said.

The same study suggested that there is a greater 
impact on the caregiver and family members in wake 
of a cancer diagnosis than the patient.

Erlendson said it may be tougher for the loved ones 
of a patient since “we’re the ones who are going to be 
left here without the other one.”

Watson suggested a good way to bridge the 
gap between differing feelings was to have, “good 
communication skills, understanding that that’s a 
common experience and normalizing that,” she said.

The Varied Costs of Cancer
Chronic disease impacts the bottom line and the lives of survivors

“It was the hardest thing I’ll ever experience I’m sure, but I can only describe it as beautiful,” said Richard Erlendson, who’s wife, Marj, succumbed to cancer last year. PHOTO CREDIT 
RICHARD ERLENDSON

KASSIDY CHRISTENSEN 
kchristensen@cjournal.ca



“Supporting each other in having conversations 
with each other around what they’re feeling, and 
knowing that’s really healthy for families to do 
that,” Watson said.

Erlendson typically spent four or five days of 
the week taking his wife to appointments or 
blood tests, all while working full time.

Despite the chaotic schedule, the pair found 
ways to normalize life the best way possible. The 
two carried on with regular meals, took turns 
reading to one another — something they had 
done throughout their marriage — and watched 
movies.

“We would have fires, or my son’s a violinist so 
he would play for her a lot,” Erlendson said.

Watson described cancer patients very 
commonly finding “a new normal or a new 
everyday.”

“The family and the patient try to create some 
kind of familiarity in this new role that they’re in 
with cancer,” Watson said. “As they do that, they 
get healthier. It’s about creating a new normal, 
a new everyday.”

“My wife had literally hundreds of friends and 
kept in touch with people,” Erlendson said. “One 
of our friends created a meal plan for us, and they 
made meals for us for at least a year and a half.”

Support systems were aplenty for the 
Erlendson’s, anywhere from their small family of 
three to a variety of groups the couple had joined 
over the years.

“[We had] enormous groups of people from 
our various communities: our faith community, 
summer camp community, reading book club. We 
didn’t just have our communities from Calgary 
either, but also from Grande Prairie where we 
used to live,” Erlendson said.

Since Erlendson’s wife was terminal from 
diagnosis, they entered into the palliative care 
system in the final weeks of her life, and found 
their nurse to be one of their biggest support 
systems.

“This nurse was amazing. She and my wife met 
spirit to spirit and were very similar, outgoing, 
sharp, funny, and witty,” Erlendson said. “She 
met my son, and he just worships the ground 
she walks on.”

Erlendson, as the spouse of a cancer patient, 
also felt a connection with their nurse.

“I count those final weeks and days as a 
beautiful experience. It was the hardest thing I’ll 
ever experience I’m sure, but I can only describe 
it as beautiful,” Erlendson said.

YOU’RE NOT ALONE
Although cancer survival rates are now three 
out of four diagnoses, based on statistics from 
the Canadian Cancer Society, one quarter of 
diagnoses go down the palliative care route.

Dr.Eric Wasylenko, a palliative care physician 
with Alberta Health Services, describes palliative 
care as “helping people to be as functional as 
they can be with the other aspects of their lives, 
the relationships, their legacy,” after receiving a 
terminal cancer diagnosis.

Palliative care focuses around how to cope with 
the diagnosis and the potential of losing a life, 

Wasylenko explained.
Through palliative care, patients have access 

to a whole team of professionals, including 
nurses, occupational therapists, physiotherapists, 
respiratory therapists, or social workers.

“We’re hopefully, in an appropriate way, 
attending all the health aspects,” Wasylenko said. 
“We say never use the language, ‘I cannot help 
you anymore,’ rather I might not be able to cure 
your illness, but I can always help you.”

“We’re trying to help people manage their 
symptoms so that they don’t suffer,” Wasylenko 
said. “We also want to help them manage their 
symptoms physically, spiritually, relationships 
wise or psychologically so they can accomplish 
their aims as well as they can with the time or life 
they have left.”

Wasylenko said palliative care work is about 
normalizing the experience by “still recognizing 
the uniqueness of their loved one and their own 
experience and bringing together a community 
of support, rather than somebody who has to do 
this on their own.”

“You don’t have to experience this alone; I think 
it should be shared and I think that’s one of the 
things that helped me through it,” Erlendson said. 
“It’s an exceedingly difficult period for me.”

UNEXPECTED EXPENSES
From a financial standpoint, Watson explained 
it’s tough to quantify the actual cost of cancer 
treatments since they vary from one type of 
cancer to another.

“The bigger challenge is around lost income,” 
Watson said.  

Based on a study from Current Oncology, 
“Estimating the national wage loss from cancer 
in Canada,” in 2009 the average loss of income 
for Canadian households after receiving a cancer 
diagnosis amounted to $3.18 billion. This meant 
an average annual drop in income of 26.5 per 
cent, or $4,518, compared to general households.

Fortunately, throughout his wife’s battle with 
cancer, Erlendson could keep his finances in 
check since he worked full time and his wife was 
receiving her teacher’s pension.

For many Canadians, being able to manage the 
expenses comes down to whether or not they 
have third-party insurance. Although insurance 
can be the saving point for families, there are 
still out-of-pocket costs that can lead to their 
financial downfall.

Additional costs can amount to drugs that are 
so new they aren’t on any pre-approved drug 
lists, specialized equipment that has to be paid 
out-of-pocket, or surprise costs, for example 
paying for parking at the hospital.

In a study done by the Canadian Cancer 
Society in 2009, analyzing cancer drug access for 
Canadians, it detailed newer cancer drugs taken 
at home can cost more than $20,000 a year.

“There’s no end of syringes and tubing for the 
IV drip at home,” Erlendson said. “I would go to 
pick up this enormous order, which would be 
about every third day and there’d be quite a long 
list of things that weren’t covered, like gauzes or 
sanitary wipes. If I had kept the receipts it would 
have been thousands of dollars.”

Although the costs weren’t debilitating, they 
were “for sure a surprise,” Erlendson said.

The difference would have been if Erlendson’s 
wife was still working and had to discontinue 
work due to her illness.

“That would have been crippling,” he said.
When faced with insurmountable expenses, 

patients sometimes opt for lower-dose 
treatments so they can cover the cost of 
symptom-managing drugs, Watson said.

“Some people can’t afford to pay for that so 
we have to give a lower-dose treatment, which 
ultimately may have less-positive outcomes,” 
Watson said.

With varying true costs of cancer for patients 
and their families, it is important to include 
people in the journey, regardless of whether it 
is a positive or negative outcome.

“Rather than holding out, I think people should 
reach out to friends and family members, include 
them, and normalize it,” Erlendson said. “It [death] 
is a normal part of life.”

Watson explained that in wake of a cancer 
diagnosis or possible death, people don’t know 
how to approach the patients.

“People didn’t know what to say so they stopped 
calling and a lot of people say they really know 
where their true friends are because lots of people 
get this sense of being talked about behind their 
back about what’s going on,” Watson said.

Wasylenko said there are potential big losses 
with a cancer diagnosis, but there are also 
potential huge gains.

“Sometimes the cost is relationships, a personal 
sense of themselves. Sometimes it’s loss of 
economic wholeness, but in my view it should 
never be a loss of dignity,” Wasylenko said. “When 
people say they’re vulnerable, they lose dignity. 
They’re forgetting about the fact that we live as 
human beings and relate to each other.”

“A lot of people say after they’ve received 
their diagnosis that giving and receiving that 
much love and support is a revelation to them. 
They feel really loved, supported and wanted,” 
Wasylenko said.

“Some people can’t 
afford to pay for 

[medications] so we 
have to give a lower-

dose treatment, which 
ultimately may have 

less-positive outcomes.”
DR. LINDA C. WATSON,

CancerCare Alberta
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Dwayne Wiley, known in Hollywood circles 
as Dewey, is a well-known animal trainer 
and stunt performer whose positive 

attitude and sheer grit have allowed him to 
recover from countless injuries.

The dangers of his profession have caused 
many serious mishaps, but Wiley is proving 
that little can slow him down.

His wife Angela, who works as a flight 
attendant and photographer, said she is very 
supportive of her husband’s career.

“Dewey is the toughest man I know — he’s 
professional and dedicated to his work with 
his animals,” she said.

Tucked away in the picturesque rolling hills 
of Longview, Alta. is Wiley’s ranch.

Many animals wander the land including 
Apache, Wiley’s famous buffalo. 

“I trained Apache to do numerous things for 
film,” says Wiley. 

“For [the comedy-horror film] Santa’s Slay, 
I trained him to pull a sleigh, hobbled him so 
he could stand, did a lot of blue screen stuff.”

While Wiley’s occupation offers exciting 
opportunities to work with with huge stars like 
Heath Ledger, Hugh Jackman, Robert Duvall 
and Gerard Butler, the Alberta cowboy has 
endured many injuries on set.

In 2011, Wiley was in New Zealand doing 
stunts for the television series, Spartacus, 
when the horse he was riding slipped, and 
fell directly on top of him, crushing his pelvis.

In 2012, when he was in Vancouver working 
on the Metallica video Through the Never, 
the horse Wiley was riding got spooked and 
jumped in the air, smashing Wiley to the 
ground and breaking the veteran rider’s back.

Wiley said he is in pain every time he rides, 
but that does not stop him from getting back 
on a horse, or a buffalo.

Born in New Zealand, Wiley said he grew up 
around horses.

“I loved falling off horses. I loved falling 
horses. I loved rearing horses.”

His love of taking risks and falling from 
animals seems to have strengthened his 
business, Dew-it Stunts and Animals Inc. His 
animals, specially trained to work on television 
and movie sets, can be seen on the popular 
TV shows, Heartland and Hell on Wheels. Wiley 
and his animals have also been involved in 
many different movies including The Chronicles 
of Narnia: Prince Caspian, 300, Brokeback 
Mountain, Rise of the Planet of the Apes and 
Passchendaele.

The Alberta stuntman said while he 
sometimes worries about being overlooked 
for jobs because of the severity of his injuries, 
his specialty animals provide steady work. 

Whether performing minor stunts, working 
with his animals, acting or helping a friend out 
on the ranch, he says he will always find a way 
to pay the bills.

Wiley illustrates his commitment to his work 
with one of his favourite sayings — “Don’t talk 
about it, just do it.”
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Stuntman Dwayne Wiley a.k.a. 
‘Dewey’ refuses to let injuries stop him
Animal trainer and stuntman perseveres despite setbacks

SKYE ANDERSON
sanderson@cjournal.ca

Dwayne Wiley’s unique connection with animals has allowed him to tame even the wildest animals, like this buffalo 
named Stan. PHOTO BY SKYE ANDERSON 

“I loved falling off horses. I 
loved falling horses. I loved 

rearing horses.”
DWAYNE WILEY,

Stuntman
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Food stall gives Jamaican chef 
freedom to dream
Necole Hines left poverty behind to start her own business

T         he rich aroma of Jamaican jerk 
spices —pimentos,  cinnamon, 
cloves and Scotch bonnet 

peppers— fills the air at Wings n 
Tings, Necole Hines’ food stall at 
Crossroads Market. 

Hines bounces constantly around 
less than 100 sq. ft. of space. She pops 
a pan of freshly-made vegetable patties 
into the oven, then spins around to 
the stainless steel sink to wash as 
many dishes as she can in between 
cheerfully serving customers plates 
of patties, rice and peas and her 
signature jerk chicken wings. 

Originally from Toronto and born 
to Jamaican parents, Hines moved to 
Calgary 10 years ago. A year later, she 
left a difficult marriage and struck out 
on her own, taking her three young 
sons with her. 

For the next three years, Hines 
worked a succession of low-paying 
jobs, struggling to make ends meet as 
she raised three growing boys on her 
own. Poverty, she said, stifled her ability 
to dream about the future. 

“When you’re living in poverty, 
you’re pretty much in survival mode,” 
she said. “You don’t really have a lot 
of time to spend dreaming. I have to 
worry about how I’m going to pay 
for a car payment, or my rent, or a 

cellphone bill, or food — that’s what 
takes precedent.”

At that time, Hines had no 
particular love of cooking, especially 
since she didn’t have the money to 
spend on quality ingredients and was 
working with a lot of pre-packaged 
and frozen food. 

“I didn’t consider it a passion of mine,” 
she said, “it was just something that 
needed to get done.”

 However, all that changed when 
she began bringing her Jamaican jerk 
chicken wings to potluck parties and 
received rave reviews from both friends 
and strangers. 

“My mind started to work differently 
when I started to hear people say that,” 
she recalled. “That’s where I decided, 
maybe I could turn this into something 
and actually live a life off of this.”

To get started, Hines found the 
Women’s Venture Program in April 
of 2013, offered through a Calgary 
non-profit organization called 
Momentum. The program guides 
women through the process of 
starting their own business. 

Working alongside industry 
professionals, Hines developed 
a business plan for what, at that 
point, had already been christened 
Wings n Tings. She was then able to 
apply for grants and loans to help 
fund her start-up.

While Hines’ original dream was to 

own a food truck, she quickly realized 
that it wasn’t the best way for her to 
turn her food into her main source of 
income thanks to the limited operating 
season that Calgary’s harsh winters 
offer. Instead, Hines turned indoors to 
Kingsland Farmers’ Market, now called 
Market on Macleod. 

Wings n Tings opened for business 
in December 2013. 

Hines’ sons — Jordan, 18, Tyson, 
16, and Joshua, 12 — have proudly 
watched their mother succeed 
during the past 18 months, and 
helped her relocate from Kingsland 
to Crossroads Market in July 2014. 
Jordan and Tyson work at the indoor 
stall occasionally, and Joshua has 
worked at outdoor markets.

“I help out every now and then, 
when she goes to other events,” said 
Jordan Hoskins, Hines’ eldest son. 
“Working at the booth, it’s like it takes 
you to the island — the decorations, 
and the music, and the food. I like the 
atmosphere.”

Hoskins said 
he is both proud 
of, and grateful 
to, his mother for 
the work she has 
put into making 
Wings n Tings a 
reality. 

“She’s always 
driven, always 
working, always 
trying to provide 
for us,” he said. 
“Before, it was 
just a pastime, a 
hobby—making 
the wings. Then she started to think 
about actually turning it into a business, 
and now here we are. It happened. 
Anything is possible.”  

While Hines, too, is proud of her 
success at Crossroads, she is now 
looking beyond her market stall. 
The small space limits Hines’ ability 
to expand her menu, and since the 
market is only open on weekends, she 
can’t work there full-time. Instead, she 
works as part-time event staff at the 
National Music Centre during the week. 

Hines wants to turn Wings n Tings 

into a full restaurant and is currently 
looking for locations in some of 
Calgary’s most vibrant inner-city 
communities. Her ideal neighbourhood 
would be Inglewood, but she is also 
considering Mission, Marda Loop and 
Bridgeland, among others. 

“I really believe it would be a benefit 
to the city,” she said. “There are a lot 
businesses that cater to Jamaican food 
or Caribbean food, but there aren’t a 
lot of them that actually allow for a sit-
down location.” 

Hines is also an avid supporter of 
Calgary’s arts and culture scene, and 
wants her restaurant to be a hub, not 
just for Jamaican culture, but also for 
the entire urban arts community. 

While Wings n Tings has been in 
business for just over a year, Hines is 
already turning heads after winning 
the 2013 Obsidian community award 
for the start-up business of the year. She 
also returned to Momentum, where 
she took the Accelerator program, 

a continuation 
course that helps 
p a r t i c i p a n t s 
stabilize and 
grow their young 
businesses. 

A l l i s o n 
Smith is the 
facilitator of the 
Accelerator and 
Women’s Venture 
programs. She 
has been working 
with Hines since 
October and 
said Hines is an 
inspiration for 

other women in similar situations. 
“She never gives up,” Smith explained. 

“She’s been given a lot of opportunities 
and she never fails to seize them. She 
wants to be someone who empowers 
other women and other entrepreneurs.” 

Hines was once unable to think 
beyond her next paycheque, but now 
she dreams of taking her business to a 
national and even international scale. 

Her ultimate dream for Wings n Tings 
includes restaurant locations not just in 
Calgary, but also in Vancouver, Toronto, 
and the Caribbean.

MADISON FARKAS & CAMERON PERRIER
mfarkas@cjournal.ca 
cperrier@cjournal.ca

Necole Hines serves up freshly made vegetable patties on Nov. 15 at Wings n’ Tings, 
her food stall in Crossroads Market. Her dream is to turn the stall into a full restaurant. 
PHOTO BY MADISON FARKAS. 

“When you’re living in 
poverty, you’re pretty 

much in survival mode. 
You don’t really have 
a lot of time to spend 

dreaming.”
NECOLE HINES
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Lionel Keyoswki has been fishing the lake since around 1985 and 
built his own shack. “Before we used to come out, and use a pike 
line and be able to catch two, three, or four pike with a couple of 
guys in about an hour or two. Now, you’re lucky if you caught one 
in a day. It’s different, things have changed.”

“I’ve heard it being described, as ‘there’s a city out 
there.’ Because there’s so many people sitting out 
here,” says Bryan Ronneberg, a Sylvan Lake high 
school teacher  seen here drilling a fresh hole through 
the ice, to enjoy a day out in the warm sun on the 
frozen lake.

For the first time this year, Nate Reid and Liz Parsons 
have their own shack out on Sylvan Lake. “There’s 
some people here that are very intense that will lay 
on the ice on their stomach with a garbage bag over 
their head and the little hole, so that it’s really dark 
while they’re fishing. A fish has got to be big enough 
to keep it and eat it. But we just catch and release,” 
says Liz Parsons.

Ice fishing is another way to spend those cold winter days instead of sitting on your 
couch wrapped up in a blanket watching endless amounts of re-runs of your 
favourite TV show.

W alking around on a frozen lake covered in snow, 
which crunches beneath bulky snow boots as 

you make your way over to your warm shack. The 
sun is warm on your back but your breath creates 
visible clouds in the below zero temperatures. Smoke 
plumes twirl into the sky from the chimneys of the 
hand-made shacks that surround you. People gather 
closely inside the cozy hideaways around the holes 
they’ve drilled in the ice, -and wait patiently until the 
fish bite. 

At Sylvan Lake in Alberta, there are about a 
hundred ice fishing shacks out on the lake this winter. 
Local people come out onto the ice to enjoy a day 
spent together with friends, and maybe catch a fish 
large enough to eat.

Lionel Keyowski, an avid ice fisher, who has brought 
out his shack onto the lake for around thirty years, 
says that the quality of fishing at Sylvan Lake has 
diminished in the years since he first started. White 
fish were introduced into the lake and unbalanced 

various fish populations, leaving this fisher frustrated 
with the amount and variety of fish left to catch. 

But for many fishers at Sylvan Lake it’s a great 
way to spend long winter days even when the 
fish won’t bite; even if the only catch is from the 
collapsed walleye population, which they have to 
release after catching.

Catching Winter
On Sylvan Lake

MASHA SCHEELE
mscheele@cjournal.ca

Photos/Story
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D ownloaders across the Nation may have 
rung in the New Year with an email from 
their Internet Service Providers, or ISPs, 

saying that their online activities are being 
monitored due to alleged copyright infringement. 
But do users need pay attention to them? 

ISPs such as Shaw, Bell, and Telus are now legally 
obligated to inform their customers if their IP 
address is seen partaking in pirate-like behaviour, 
such as downloading movies, or music, illegally, or 
sharing these products on peer-to-peer programs 
such as Vuze. 

But now, those who are caught allegedly 
infringing copyright will be informed as part of the 
Harper Government’s Copyright Modernization 
Act, or as it is otherwise known, Bill C-11.

Open Media is a non-profit advocacy 
organization for open and innovative systems 
of communication within Canada. Its campaign 
coordinator, Meghan Sali, said that these notices 
are cause for concern for Canadians.

“This is certainly an alarming situation for 
many Canadian internet users because after the 
recent changes to the copyright rules, we now see 
that particularly large U.S. media companies are 
already abusing the law to send threatening and 
misleading notices to Canadians,” she said. 

“Some of the worst ones we’ve seen have 
threatened a $150,000 lawsuit, some have even 
threatened that they’ll kick you off the Internet 
if you don’t stop your infringing behaviour,” Sali 
said, noting that neither of these are permitted 
under Canadian law. 

In fact, the maximum fine for a non-commercial 
infringement under Canadian law is $5,000, and 
there is no legislation that would permanently 
boot a user off of the web. 

The emails are a warning to those who 
download, or  illegally share downloaded files on 
peer-to-peer programs. However, Sali said that 
Canadians who are unfamiliar with the law might 
leave themselves vulnerable. 

“Open Media has been telling people, ‘don’t 
contact these people, and don’t click on any 
unique links that they give you [in the email]’ 
because that would be giving them your private 
information that they previously would have had 
to go through the courts to get,” she said. “It is 
pretty sneaky.”

Meanwhile, Vancouver’s Bradley Freedman, 
a partner in Borden Ladner Gervais’ national 
intellectual and information technology group 
believes that these emails will slow online piracy.

“I think lots of Canadians use downloading 
services, not appreciating the legal risks and 
we’ve seen that these kinds of notices should have 
a deterrent effect—that’s the purpose of them,” 
Freedman said. 

Freedman said that piracy creates a large fiscal 

loss for creators in the music and movie industries. 
“Generally speaking, copyright law is designed 

so that creators are in control of what is done with 
their works and to get paid fairly for their works,” 
Freedman said. 

Freedman said that the changes to the 
copyright laws and through the new Notice and 
Notice Regime of the Copyright Modernization 
Act “isn’t changing anything, it’s just—maybe—
increasing the likelihood that copyright holders 
will go after Canadians who are participating in 
this kind of misconduct.”  

Chris Gerritsen, a media relations contact from 
Telus Alberta, said that Telus has been issuing 
notices for nearly a decade now, and that nothing 
about their policies has really changed since Bill 
C-11 has been introduced. 

“Our customers can be reassured that their 
identity is never revealed,” Gerritsen said, adding 
that if an IP address continues to infringe on 

intellectual property, it is up to the copyright 
holder to go through the courts to gain access 
to personal information of the alleged infringer.

However, Gerritsen said that these notices 
“strike an appropriate balance between customer 
privacy and intellectual property.” 

So, what does this mean for BitTorrent clients? 
The notice itself may not strike fear in online 
pirates, but the idea of paying $5,000 for a $14 
movie may not seem like a good idea now that 
Big Brother is watching. 

Meghan Sali of Open Media, on the other hand, 
urges users to password protect wifi Internet 
connections so other downloaders cannot utilize 
personal IP addresses.

Freedman suggests that clients who receive 
these notices should consider them carefully and 
even seek out legal counsel. He also recommends 
subscribing to an online streaming website, such 
as Netflix or Hulu. 

Online pirates continue looting, despite Bill C-11

Websites such as Kick Ass Torrents, or the Pirate Bay, allows anyone to download movies and music and stay current 
on media trends, but at what cost? CAITLIN CLOW PHOTO

Copyright Modernization Act may not be enough to stop torrents
CAITLIN CLOW

cclow@cjournal.ca
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A Tale as Old as Time
20th year anniversary of Disney’s Beauty and the Beast
musical adaptation goes international, keeps local

“ I absolutely love, love, pretty much honestly 
all of the Disney movies, that’s what I grew 
up on. Beauty and the Beast is obviously one 

that hit home, and I feel honored to be able to share 
the story and recreate the role of Gaston. It’s not my 
character, it is Disney’s character that I get to portray,” 
said theatre actor, Cameron Bond.  

The Calgary Journal spoke on the phone with 
cast members Cameron Bond and Bonnie Kelly, 
who play Gaston and one of the three of Gaston’s 
‘Silly Girls’ in the Disney theatre adaptation of 
Beauty and the Beast. 

They are currently touring in the United States 
before making their way up to Canada.

The Broadway musical also has current productions 
in Germany, Japan, Paris and North America.

Calgary will be able to see the production with 
Bond and Kelly at the Southern Jubilee Auditorium 
from Feb. 17-22, 2015. Both Kelly and Bond said they 
are excited to come to the city for the first time. 

“You leave the theatre every night making such an 
impression on the audience and younger kids and 
older people,” said Kelly. “They always say ‘When you 

go out there, this is going to be someone’s first 
musical and someone’s last musical.’ And this is 
one that just touches the inside of everybody. It’s 
just a really special show.” 

A press release was issued from Broadway 
Entertainment Group in November of last year, 
where Ron Kollen, the senior vice president of 
Disney Theatrical Productions International, 
stated, “We are thrilled to be collaborating 
with NETWorks and Broadway Entertain-
ment Group, to launch this first ever
international tour.” 

Musical adaptations of the beloved 
Disney classic began in 1994, with other TV
and film adaptations popping up
throughout the years. Meanwhile, it
remains as one of the highest
grossing, and longest running Broad-
way shows ever.  

WHY IS IT SPECIAL?
This production is especially important to Bond 
and Kelly, personally, and they explained that it 
is relatable to real life and real situations. 

“I’m a Disney brat,” Bond laughs. “I was raised 
and fed Disney. Actually, my parents met 
working at Disneyland. My mom was Snow 
White, my dad was Prince Charming and they 
met while working there. Isn’t that cliché? I owe 
Disney my life.”

Kelly explained that her favourite part of the 
musical is the song, “Human Again” (which was 
deleted from the original release of the movie but 
is now in the re-release) because the song reads 
true to many different people. 

“It’s in the second act and it’s when Belle finally 
says, ‘lets give a second chance to the Beast, let’s 
have dinner.’ (Everyone) finally see’s some hope 
because they haven’t at all for years,” explained 
Kelly. “ It’s a song that makes a lot of sense in 
the musical and makes sense in a lot of real life 
situations.” (continued on Page 19)

ORIGINAL
VERSION

Many Disney adaptations 
of fairy tales are taken from old 
Grimm brothers tales, which are 
not as bubbly and happily ever after 
as the adaptations make them – 
though Beauty and the Beast does 
have an original starting point, it is 
not quite as dark as the usual ones. 
This is a summary of the one by 
Charles Perrault. 

Belle’s story is different than 
portrayed in the Disney version. 
She has sisters and brothers for one 
thing, except the sisters are wicked 
and jealous and hate Beauty.

Belle was the only daughter that 
was humble, while the others were 
mean girls.

Her father travelled to look for his 
lost riches and everyone asked for 
big, expensive things. But Belle just 
asked for a rose. 

Her father stumbled upon the 
Beast’s castle, and taking a rose 
from his garden made the Beast 
angry. He had to either stay there 
as prisoner, or bring someone in 
his place, so Belle went. 

Belle kept having dreams where 
the human version of the Beast tried 
to tell her to see past appearances.  
Odd.

Then she gets to go visit her 
family, where all the men try to get 
her to marry them, to  no avail. Her 
sisters are not pleased and hope the 
Beast eats her when she goes back.

She realizes that she loves the 
Beast when she returns and thinks 
he is dead. She finally accepts his 
marriage proposal and he turns 
into the man in her dreams.

Though there are no enchanted 
objects that sing and dance and are 
witty, it is fairly entertaining, though 
not as gruesome as other original 
versions of modern Disney stories.

ALI HARDSTAFF
ahardstaff-gajda@cjournal.ca

“They always say ‘When you 
go out there, this is going to 

be someone’s first musical and 
someone’s last musical.’ And this is 

one that just touches the inside 
of everybody.” 
BONNIE KELLY,
Actress for Belle

A&E

Ryan Everett Wood (left) as Beast & Jillian Butterfield as Belle (right) on Broadway
 PHOTO COURTESY OF BROADWAY ACROSS CANADA



(continued from Page 19) Beyond 
Kelly being a ‘Silly Girl’, she said she also 
does 18 other things, including being a 
villager and puppeteer — all of which 
take a lot of physical effort. 

“It challenges you physically, and 
there are days where your legs may 
not tick and you have to warm up an 
extra half hour, but that’s why I do what 
I do,” Kelly explained. “It’s like being an 
athlete in the Olympics, you’re training 
your body and it’s vigorous and that’s 
the most challenging part.”

And Bond has to live up to the 
Gaston name, of course. 

“I usually arrive to the theatre an hour 
and ten minutes before the show starts 
and I’ll stretch, and I usually do triceps 
and biceps, some pushups and abs to 
get my blood flowing,” Bond said. 

THE MUSICAL BRINGS THE 
AUDIENCE INTO THE STORY 
The musical and the film do have 
differences, with the musical being 
two-and-a-half hours and the movie 
a shorter hour-and-a-half. But not to 
worry all of you die-hard Disney fans 
– Kelly said the added songs help 
to augment the plot and provide a 
more thorough view of the intricate 
relationship between the main 
characters. 

“It’s so different when you’re 
watching actual people and getting to 
see those emotions ring true. Cartoons 
are one thing, and actual human beings 
are another,” she said. “The musical is 
different, but it brings it to life more. 

You feel like you’re in the story.” 
Bond also lives up to his role as 

Gaston, as he explained his favourite 
part of the show. 

“For me, while performing, I love the 
song ‘Gaston,’” he admitted. It sounds 
like Bond has the perfect attitude for 
the part. But upon further explanation, 
it is his favourite for other reasons. 

“We use real, metal mugs, like beer 
mugs. It’s a really technical dance 
where we click the mugs together in 
different ways, like crossing arms, 
under the legs, all the clinks that 
you hear while watching it are us 
live, there’s no sound effects. It took 
forever to learn, but I’m really proud 
of that number and that’s why it’s my 
favourite.”

Gaston is also a dream role for the 
actor.

“He’s funny and goofy in Act One; 
he’s just playing the naïve, egotistical, 
manipulating Gaston. But in Act 
Two, he turns into the villain where 
everyone hates him,” Bond said. 
“So it’s nice to get the over the top 
goofiness out of the way in Act One, 
and then in Act Two just strip down 
and be really raw and scary and 
enthused. I love the whole spectrum 
of it.”

KEEPING ORIGINAL AND 
ENJOYABLE
Senior vice president of Disney 
Theatrical Productions International, 
Ron Kollen stated that the 
international tour is a perfect way 
to celebrate the musical being on 
Broadway for 20 years, and it includes 
the shows original creative team. 

“Same choreographer, same 
director, same costumer, same set 
designer, all reinventing it,” explained 
Bond. “A lot of the choreography 
is the same on Broadway, and 
obviously the script and the way 
we deliver our lines, the way we’re 
directed is the same as how they 
were directed on Broadway. So it’s 
really that caliber that people can 
enjoy.”

Both cast members emphasize 
how the show is not just for children. 

“I feel like the most important 
thing with Beauty and the Beast is 
that it’s a kid friendly show, but it is a 

show that is for all ages. Everyone will 
enjoy it,” Kelly said. 

Bond said that his friends were even 
indecisive about first wanting to see 
the production.

“I’m from the Los Angeles area and 
I told all my friends to come and they 
were like ‘Man I don’t wanna see Beauty 
and the Beast, it’s like a kids show!’ Then 
afterwards they’re like, ‘that was the 
funniest. I laughed so much, I was so 
into it,’” Bond said.

“It’s a lovely story about love and 
looking past the exterior. And we 
have the familiar characters that 
everyone loves, and great humor,” 
Bond iterates.  

“Be Our Guest” at the Southern 
Jubilee Auditorium for opening night 
of Disney’s musical Beauty and the 
Beast, which runs Feb. 17-22. 

The Calgary Journal with provide a 
follow-up review available online the 
next day. 
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Bonnie Kelly & Cameron Bond as a 
‘Silly Girl’ & Gaston (top left & right) on 
Broadway.
PHOTO COURTESY OF BROADWAY ACROSS CANADA

JAN. 21 - MARCH 22 NEW EXHIBITION AT LOUGHEED HOUSE THE TURNER VALLEY GAS PLANT PORTFOLIO, PHOTOGRAPHS BY GEORGE WEBBER
FEB. 17 – 22  DISNEY’S BEAUTY AND THE BEAST AT THE SOUTHERN JUBILEE AUDITORIUM
FEB. 2 & 4  THE SCHOOL OF ALBERTA BALLET AUDITIONS FOR ITS 2015-2016 PROFESSIONAL DIVISION SEASON
FEB.  3 – 27  BLACK HISTORY MONTH: A LIVING HISTORY AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS 
JAN. 30 - FEB. 5 GREAT DIGITAL FILM FESTIVAL @ SCOTIABANK THEATRE CHINOOK
FEB. 5   WACKEN METAL BATTLE CANADA 2015 AT DICKENS PUB (ROUND 3)
FEB. 5   STAGE WEST DINNER THEATRE PRESENTS AND THEN, THE LIGHTS WENT OUT

What’s Calgary up to?  Information provided by Broadway Entertainment
 Group, Latin Post, Movie Fone, Music Theatre
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T he Great White North has become a hotbed 
for producing video games, according to 
an Entertainment Software Association of 

Canada (ESAC) study, with companies like Ubisoft 
and Bioware contributing over $2.3 billion to the 
Canadian economy in 2012.

While these stats may make it seem as if 
everything is coming up roses in Canada’s video 
game industry—the third largest in the world 
according to the ESAC—it’s not the case for video 
game studios in Alberta.

The number of studios in Alberta decreased by 
a third between 2011 and 2013, according to the 
same ESAC study. Association vice president of 
public affairs, Julien Lavoie, said the study doesn’t 
track studio openings and closures and couldn’t 
confirm that the decreases in video game studios 
are, in fact, closures.

But game creators interviewed by the Calgary 
Journal said times have been tough for the 
industry in Alberta. 

Hilton Patton was a programmer at Dreamcloud 
Studios from the opening of the company until 
the closing seven months later and said it was 
among those that struggled, though there was 
never a shortage of ideas. 

“The closing down almost happens exclusively 
because of running out of funding” Patton said.

“Indie companies will usually dump whatever 
they have into one game idea that they strongly 
feel will be a huge success, and if they’re not, well 
then that’s it,” Patton explained, “you don’t get a 
chance at a second game, because you simply 
can’t afford to make another.”

Patton added that the industry is very high-risk, 
high-reward for smaller companies.

“Dreamcloud Studios received zero support 
from the government; we financed ourselves 
out of our own pockets, with everything we had. 
Which, albeit, wasn’t much,” Patton said.

Patton feels the quality of support from the 
government is lacking, and should be increased 
for game developers.

One opinion would be to create tax breaks for 
those companies – something Anupam Das, an 
Economics Professor at Mount Royal University said, 
“could be helpful for small, struggling businesses.”

This financial support is already being offered in 
other provinces. The Interactive Digital Media Tax 
Credit (IDMTC) from the provincial government in 
British Columbia returns 17.5 per cent of eligible 
salary wages involved in the creation of interactive 
products, like video games.

The Calgary Journal twice contacted the office 
of the Minister of Finance of Alberta about the 
lack of support for video games, but did not 
receive a response.

Logan Foster, an employee of Fluik Games in 
Edmonton, said the Alberta government has a 
resource like the IDMTC that could help video 
game companies, but their own regulations are 
getting in the way of that help.

“The Alberta Media Fund is set up by the 
government, but most of it goes towards the 
film, television and broadcasting projects,” 
Foster said.

The Alberta Media Fund promises 25 per cent 
of a company’s project cost if they have a proper 
broadcasting license and the rest of the funds 
lined up. Those, amongst others, are some of the 
restrictions that keep game developers on the 
outside looking in.

“The fund has really strict rules that say you 
cannot get money to make a game unless it is 
for educational purposes or tied to a television 
program,” Foster said, “it also has to be for an 
open market project. Essentially, no video 
games allowed.”

Craig Pfau, founder of Calgary Game 
Developers, said the province could be a great 
place for the video game industry to thrive if 
there was enough funding, given the amount 
of resources already here.

“There are all these wonderful artists coming out 
of Alberta College of Art and Design (ACAD) and 
programmers out of the University of Calgary, but 
we’re so focused on other things like oil here.”

Jaques Rossouw, founder and CEO of Calgary-
based Neojac Entertainment Inc. agrees with 
Pfau. He said that he has seen a lot of talent 
here for the video game industry to grow, 
especially in Calgary.

“The industry in Canada is so big and has the 
potential to generate a ton of revenue, so that’s 
one thing that they have to change,” Rossouw said.

Though Rossouw believes that if the 
current relationship between the video game 
companies of Alberta and the provincial 
government stays the same, the talent that 
both he and Pfau mentioned could start making 
their way out of Alberta to a more welcoming 
environment elsewhere.

“Personally, if I didn’t have any personal 
connection here, I wouldn’t be here,” Rossouw 
said, “it’s even harder for people to start up 
here because of the industry is so settled in 
other provinces and they have all the financial 
assistance. There’s really no industry here because 
of the lack of support.”

Despite all of this, Rossouw has faith that the video 
game industry in Alberta will survive, but will never 
match the productivity of other provinces.

“At the end of the day, it will be much harder 
and there will be less people producing games 
here, which leads to less revenue overall. So if the 
province doesn’t help, that’s money that they’re 
losing out on,” he said. 

Game over for video designers 
One of Canada’s fastest growing industries is struggling in Alberta, 
and government is doing nothing about it, game developers say

The Microsoft store at Chinook Mall hosted the Calgary Game Developers Public Showcase on Dec. 3, 2014, where 
Jaques Rossouw, founder and CEO of Calgary-based Neojac Entertainment Inc. shows off his new designs.  
PHOTO BY BIGOA MACHAR/CALGARY JOURNAL

BIGOA MACHAR & STUART ROSS 
bmachar@cjournal.ca & sross@cjournal.ca



This no-bake cherry 
cheesecake is an easy 
dessert that is both light and 

delicious. This treat takes little 
time to prepare and can simply 
be left in the fridge until you’re 
ready to eat it. The crunchy 
graham wafer crust nicely 
balances the smooth texture 
of the cream cheese mixture. 
And the sweetness is offset by 
the sour cherries. 

Base: 1 ½ cups graham wafers (24 
single wafers)

¼ cup margarine or butter
½ cup brown sugar
Work these ingredients together 

and press into a 9x13” pan.
Filling: 8 ounces cream cheese
½ cup icing sugar
1 cup cream
540 mL can of cherry pie filling
Whip cream until it forms soft 

peaks. Beat the cream cheese and 
icing sugar into the cream. Once 
smooth, spread the mixture onto 
the cracker crust. Lastly, spread the 
cherry pie filling on top.

Chill for three hours.

This is perfect for Valentine’s Day 
and, whether you are sharing it with 
someone or not, this dessert is sure 
to sweeten your day!
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MOVIE REVIEW

W ith Hollywood superstar Clint Eastwood in 
the director’s chair and Bradley Cooper in 
the lead role, the film American Sniper tells 

the story of Chris Kyle, member of the United States 
Navy SEALs, and his astonishing 160 confirmed kills 
as a sniper during four tours of duty in Iraq. It is based 
on Kyle’s autobiography published in Jan. 2012. The 
film has been nominated for six Academy Awards at 
the 2015 Oscar’s, including best picture.

Eastwood begins the film with a masterfully tense 
scene that seems to promise the tale of the moral 
dilemma between doing the work of a soldier versus 
dealing with the very human emotion of remorse 
and regret of being the most lethal sniper in military 
history, as is the subtitle of his book. But in the 132 
minutes of the film, Eastwood breaks the promise 
as the movie becomes a very narrow telling of how 
devoted Kyle is to his country, and his SEAL and 
military teammates.

The film then follows Kyle’s life almost 
chronologically during his time in combat, and in 
contrast to dealing with the stress of being home 
after battle.

This focus on Kyle and his life in and out of combat 
is where the film is flawed. Just as his character has to 
look at the world through a small riflescope, the film 
rarely veers outside of the very narrow, very shallow 
focus of the action.

The shallow point of view sacrifices otherwise 
important supporting characters including Kyle’s 
wife, Taya and his best friends and fellow SEALs, Marc 
Lee and Manny Vega — simply called “Biggles” in the 
film, alluding to his nickname. These characters were 
important in the autobiography the film is adapted 
from.

Albeit, the biggest cinema sin would be to compare 
the film to the book of relatively the same name. But 
it has to be said that Eastwood did well in developing 
the subtleties of Kyle’s character in very short scenes 
drawn from the pages of the book. 

For example, Eastwood makes good use of the 
recognizable skull decal associated with a comic 
book hero The Punisher used by Kyle’s SEAL Team, 
and the type of footwear Kyle donned during combat.  
These small details included by the meticulous 
director allow the audience who have read the book 
to pick out these small details included in the book. 
The fault lies in the exclusion of other, larger details, 
which changed Kyle’s attitude towards battle and the 
United State’s mission in Iraq. 

Another Oscar nomination for American Sniper is 
in the category of best actor in a leading role — a 
nomination Cooper deserves.  It could be easy to get 
used to watching Bradley Cooper as the wild sidekick 
(Failure to Launch) or the fun-loving best friend (The 
Hangover), but Cooper brings an intensity and passion 
to this role, and all but carries the entire movie on the 
very massive, very muscular shoulders he worked to 
develop in advance of filming so that he would look 
more like the real Kyle.

Reportedly, Cooper gained 40 pounds of muscle 
to play the hefty SEAL and kept close contact with 
other SEAL members who have worked with Kyle. This 
included Marcus Luttrell, also of Hollywood fame for 
his auto-biographical film Lone Survivor. 

Cooper’s mannerisms and cadence bring realism 
to his character onscreen, and allows for the viewer 
to believe he truly is a lethal sniping machine. But 
aside from his coolness during combat he accurately 
portrays Kyle’s vulnerability, social awkwardness and 

confused aggression when forced to deal with the 
quiet complacence of everyday life. His unwavering 
devotion to God, country and family, exclusively in 
that order, is hammered home in the film.

The third act is seemingly rushed and messy. It 
fires off like a wayward bullet, but Cooper saves the 
day in more ways than one with his huge onscreen 
persona. 

Tragically, the real Chris Kyle was killed before 
the film was completed, not on the battlefield, 
but helping a fellow veteran battle with PTSD. The 
film does not sully the legacy of the fallen soldier 
— it focuses on how well he did his job and how 
unwavering he was in his beliefs. 

American Sniper has moments of intensity that 
will have you wide-eyed and breathing heavy, but 
also takes the time to be witty and funny. The film 
fails in developing complex supporting characters 
to care about and does very little to differentiate the 
servicemen in battle — in the end they are virtually 
interchangeable. But overall, it’s far from being 
boring.

If complexity is your thing, a recommendation for 
a character-driven story with powerful acting set in 
World War II, is David Ayer’s Fury out on Bluray and 
DVD Jan. 27, 2015.

During an interview with Men’s Health Magazine, 
Cooper says, “I had to get to the point where I 
believed I was him.”

IMAGE COURTESY OF WARNER BROS. ENTERTAINMENT

Chris Kyle (pictured) and Bradley Cooper only speak 
once before filming begins. 
IMAGE COURTESY OF FLKR

War-drama shows large, intriguing story through narrow scope
GUILLERMO BARRAZA 

gbarraza@cjournal.ca

JOLENE RUDISUELA
jrudi051@mtroyal.ca

‘American Sniper’ off-target

VALENTINE SURPRISE

PHOTO COURTESY OF JOLENE RUDISUELA
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P rincy Kapoor and Jasmine Randhawa are 
talented designers and stylists that have 
come together to start their own East Indian 

clothing line P&J Fashion House in Calgary, Alta.
Kapoor and Randhawa met through their 

husbands and instantly began to share their love 
for Bollywood and East Indian fashion.

Kapoor says her love for East Indian fashion 
started when she was younger because she 
always used to watch her mother get ready and 
prepare for parties.

“ As a little girl I would watch my mom get 
ready for events, I was always so amazed how 
beautifully my mom would coordinate and 
put together her outfits. It was something 
that I started picking up at an early age in my 
life.  We believe our mother’s gifts are instilled 
within us,” says Kapoor. “When we design an 
outfit, we think of the woman who will wear it, 
what will enhance her features? And what will 
make her feel beautiful? We are both so happy 

we have the opportunity to share our talent 
with the world.”

Kapoor and Randhawa had the idea of 
bringing an affordable East Indian fashion line to 
Calgary when the two designers were attending 
an engagement party in summer 2014, while 
wearing their own personal designs. 

“We had women approaching us asking where 
we got our outfits from and where they can get 
their hands on the exact same replica. We felt 
that we were onto something because there is 
something missing in the Calgary East Indian 
fashion market. People can’t get their hands on 
East Indian fashion without costing them an arm 
and a leg,” says Randhawa.

Kapoor and Randhawa traveled to Chandigarh, 
India where they began designing their creations. 
The two handpicked fabrics, embroidery and 
hired on tailors to put their designs to life.

The two designers agreed they had a lot of 
fun picking out materials for their new clothing 
company, but did have difficulty finding good 
quality material for the right price.

“The salesmen knew we were from out of town 

and because of that they would try to sell us bad 
quality fabric at a high price,” says Kapoor.”This what 
we see a lot nowadays in Calgary because there 
isn’t a lot of competition for this kind of fashion 
retailors are selling East Indian fashion created with 
bad quality fabric at a high price.” 

P&J Fashion House’s designs are created with 
fabrics such as brocket, crepe, gorgette, silk and 
velvet, which are high quality materials.

Poonam Dhaliwal one of the designer’s first 
clients says she chose P&J Fashion House to 
create a one of a kind personal piece for her 
because of the great service and professionalism 
she received within the first couple of interactions 
with the designers.

“ The outfits are unique and elegant, they are 
reasonably priced and I was very happy with 
my purchase and can’t wait for the trunk show,” 
says Dhaliwal.

The two designers will be holding their first 
trunk show for P&J Fashion House Feb. 21st 
2-7P.M at Genesis Centre in N.E Calgary. You may 
follow the designer’s creations on Instagram @
pjfashionhouse.

Fashion house  fusing east and west

Model Prabhleen Brar in P&J Fashion House’s 2 tone pink and green silk lengha. Photo by Anup Dhaliwal.

Modern designs are catching the attention of all

ANUP DHALIWAL
adhaliwal@cjournal.ca
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FEB. 6 –14  SAGE THEATRE AND EDMONTON’S SHADOW THEATRE PRESENT CIRCLE MIRROR TRANSFORMATION BY PULITZER PRIZE-WINNING AMERICAN PLAYWRIGHT ANNIE BAKER 
FEB. 12 –14 ALBERTA BALLET PRESENTS FUMBLING TOWARDS ECSTASY - THE DIRECTOR’S CUT AT CALGARY’S SOUTHERN ALBERTA JUBILEE AUDITORIUM 
FEB. 12 SAMRU’S GENDER BENDER AT THE HUB - TIX $5 ADVANCE, $10 AT DOOR  
FEB. 14 THE SCHOOL OF ALBERTA BALLET, WITH THE SUPPORT OF TALISMAN ENERGY, CONTINUES TO HOST AUDITIONS FOR ITS 2015-2016 PROFESSIONAL DIVISION SEASON.       

  SPECIFIC AUDITIONS FOR THE SCHOOL’S NEW DEDICATED CONTEMPORARY DANCE STREAM WILL TAKE PLACE IN SELECT CITIES.
FEB. 14  ARRIVAL OF AUTUMN PERFORMING IN CALGARY ON SATURDAY, 
FEB.  14  BAND FROM GRAND PRAIRIE 
FEB. 14  CALGARY FOLK MUSIC FESTIVAL - BLACK ARTISTS IN DIALOGUE (BAND) PRESENTS: TD THEN AND NOW BLACK HISTORY MONTH SERIES FEATURING JUNO AWARD 
  NOMINEE SHAKURA  S’AIDA  PLUS WAKEFIELD BREWSTER AND SUZETTE MAYR.

Model Prabhleen Brar 
in a self print gorgette 
pajami suit designed 
by P&J Fashion House.
PHOTO BY
ANUP DHALIWAL

Presidents and designers of 
P&J Fashion House. Jasmine 

Randhawa[left] and Princy 
Kapoor[right]. 

PHOTO BY 
ANUP DHALIWAL

Models Rajmeet 
Dhillon[left] 
and Prabhleen 
Brar[right] in a  
metalic sequence
pajami suit  
designed by P&J 
Fashion House. 
PHOTO BY 
ANUP DHALIWAL 

Model Rajmeet 
Dhillon in a light 

pink anarkali suit 
designed by P&J 

Fashion House. 
PHOTO BY 

ANUP DHALIWAL

What’s Calgary up to?
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Crowchild 
Classic 
2015

The 2015 edition of the Crowchild Classic, an annual event that features the UofC and MRU men’s and women’s hockey teams, set a new university league regular season game 
attendance record, as 8,882 fans piled into the Scotiabank Saddledome on January 15th to take in the action. PHOTO BY A.J. MIKE SMITH/ CALGARY JOURNAL

UofC defenceman Stephanie Zvonkovic and MRU forward 
Janessa Jenkins battle for the puck. The MRU Cougars 
went on to win 3-2. PHOTO BY CAMERON PERRIER/ CALGARY JOURNAL

MRU Cougars Captain Matthew Brown (#22 middle) is joined by teammates Mackenzie Johnston (far left), Tyler 
Fiddler (right of Brown) and Sebastien Pare (far right). It would be all they needed, as they cruised to a 2-0 triumph 
over their Crowchild Trail rivals. PHOTO BY A.J. MIKE SMITH/ CALGARY JOURNAL

MRU Student’s Association president Erik Queenan and vice-president Zoe Slusar lead the crowd in celebrating the 
beginning of the men’s hockey game. PHOTO BY NICK AVILES 

From left, Lucy Lamb, 7, Maggie Lamb, 5, and Alex Elenko, 7, 
cheer the UofC Dinos. PHOTO BY KASSIDY CHRISTENSEN CALGARYJOURNAL
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National Lacrosse League expands, 
intensifies championship final

T  he National Lacrosse League will be featuring a 
new-look championship final this season. 

The NLL, the premier league in North America, 
has announced that starting in the 2015 season, the 
battle to be crowned champs will be a best of three 
game series. 

Lacrosse is still a growing sport in North America 
when compared to that of hockey, football, and 
baseball. But it is finding ways to make itself a more 
entertaining and popular option for sports fans 
across the continent. 

Last season, the final showdown of the league’s top 
two teams was a two game series, with a 10-minute 
mini-game at the end of the second game, if needed. 
In previous years it mimicked that of football playoffs, 
being a one-and-done single elimination game. 

Mike Board, General Manager of the Calgary 
Roughnecks, also sits on the NLL’s board of Governors 
and competition committee. He said that both fans, 
and competitors support the final series going to a 
full three games. 

“It was sort of a two-pronged attack. One was 
that the fans around the league have told us that 
they want more playoff games, so this adds another 
game into the mix, and the other thing was from a 
competition side of things, making it a two-out-of-
three was something a lot of the coaches and GM’s 
felt was a logical step after we expanded the playoffs 
last year.”

As it stands right now, the only series that will be 
best of three will be the final. The division finals will 
stick to two full games, and a10-minute mini-game, 
if needed, will be played immediately following the 
conclusion of the second game in the series. The 
quarterfinals will remain a single elimination game. 

Diehard lacrosse and Calgary Roughnecks fan Matt 
Brosseau said that players should have more than 
one opportunity to win a title. 

“One game knockouts were fun, but it felt like it 
didn’t give players any room for error. Not how a title 
should be decided,” Brosseau said.

“The fans always have wanted more games anyway,” 
Brosseau added, “with the increase to nine games and 
more [games] in the playoffs we get this now.” 

Adding the third game in the final does multiple 
things: it allows for more tickets to be sold, but more 
importantly, it allows the competitors to regroup and 
prepare for a full length, all out, final game for all of 
the marbles. 

General Manager of the Calgary Roughnecks, Mike 
Board agrees, “from a player’s standpoint, and from 
a coaches standpoint, I would suggest that if you’ve 
won a game and then you lose one, knowing that 
you’ve go another chance at it is motivational.” 

“It’s almost like a game seven kind of thing in 
hockey. A do or die situation. It’s hard to say, someone 
could have won both games in that series and it 
doesn’t go to a third game,” Board said. 

The mini-games are still a huge part of the playoffs, 
as they remain in the semi-finals. Board likes them 
and thinks they add a certain element for fans. 

In last year’s edition of the NLL playoffs, the 
Calgary Roughnecks went all the way to the final, 
participating in two mini-games. They defeated the 
Edmonton Rush in the semifinals by a mini-game 
score of 2-1, and eventually went on to lose the 
championship deciding mini-game at the hands of 
the Rochester Nighthawks by a score of 3-2. 

Brosseau said that the mini-games have both good 
and bad features. 

“I thought the mini-games were kind of innovative 
and interesting, however I don’t think I liked them. 
The game in Edmonton especially because we got 
pummeled in the first half so it felt like we could just 
proceed to the mini-game, yet we still had another 
half to play.”

Board, however, liked the atmosphere of the 
buildings when the mini-game was going on. 

“I didn’t mind the mini-games, I mean I know 
we lost one and won one, but I looked around the 
crowds and things like that when the mini-game was 
on and the people in Edmonton were on their feet 
and the people in Rochester were on their feet, so I 
think it was great for the fans.” 

As far as what the league has done to make the 
game more entertaining and attract more fans, 
Board is satisfied and looking forward to what this 
season brings. 

“I’m kind of happy that the league’s done it this 
way and I’m anxious to see how it plays out this year,” 
Board said. 

So far this season, the ‘Necks have gotten off to an 
unexpectedly slow start, going on a 0-3 run to kick 
off the 2015 campaign, including an embarrassing 
16-8 loss to their provincial rivals, the Edmonton rush. 

On the opposite end of the spectrum, the Colorado 
Mammoth started 3-0 and look like they are primed 
to take a run at winning it all this season. 

A.J. MIKE SMITH
ajsmith@cjournal.ca

A best of three final series seen as better for players and fans 

Calgary Roughnecks’ Dane Dobbie (#44 Middle) celebrates his first-quarter goal with teammates Curtis Manning (#10 
Left) and Karsen Leung (#21 Right) against the Edmonton Rush on January 24. PHOTO BY OLIVIA CONDON/ CALGARY JOURNAL
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Only 3.6 percent of coaches in Alberta are women

Women’s Hockey is growing in Alberta, 
but where are the female coaches? 

W omen’s hockey in Alberta has become 
more popular than ever among female 
players. However, there is only a small 

group of female role models making up the 
coaching core in the province. 

In 2014, over 9,000 women were playing amateur 
hockey in Wild Rose Country —about 13 per cent 
of the total players. The coaching staff of Alberta 
is only 3.6 per cent female, half of the national 
average.

When asked about the lack of women in coaching 
roles, Hockey Alberta’s coach development 
manager Drew Dixon simply said, “the recruitment 
process is handled at the local level. A coach is hired 
based on an application process, or put in place 
because if they don’t coach a team nobody will.”

But Phillip White, an expert in regards to gender 
and sport and a sociology professor from McMaster 
University, said the past might be one reason for 
the small number of female coaches in Alberta.

“Coaching has traditionally been a male domain,” 
said White. 

But that lack of female mentors can be a problem 
for young girls growing up playing hockey. 

“It’s absolutely important to have those role 
models,” said White.  “It’s a deterrent to a great 
extent when female coaches aren’t there. The more 

women we can bring into the coaching system 
then the more high-level female coaches can serve 
as role models for young girls,” White explained. 

Maddie Wilton-Clark, an 18-year-old from the 
University of Calgary who has played high-level 
hockey for 10 years, believes a female coach would 
serve as a fantastic role model for young players.

“My male coaches have taught me tons 
of important things in sports, whether it’s 
determination, teamwork, or leadership,” said 
Wilton-Clark, member of the Junior A Calgary 
Titans. 

“But, I can see how for a young girl having a 
women coach would also provide an example of 
what a woman should grow into!” She said. 

Wilton-Clark also believes that there is no 
difference between a male and a female coach in 
regards to competitiveness, or a different mentality 
when it comes to their drive to win games. 

“I don’t think it’s a difference in gender so much 
as just coaching style,” said Wilton-Clark, “I’ve had 
soft-hearted male coaches and one’s who won’t 
take any joking around. But then I’ve also had 
female coaches that push very hard too.”

But only 571 women are taking on that job in 
Alberta, compared to over the 15,000 male coaches 
in the province.

Hockey Alberta’s Dixon said that the issue is 
important to his organization and they have some 

strategies to get more women involved. 
“We have a female review committee looking at 

the game as a whole, from a female standpoint,” 
said Dixon. 

“If we’re looking for building the capacity of 
players that starts with coaches and building off 
of that platform to keep females in the game, so 
female coaches is something that we’d like to see 
an increase in,” Dixon said.

Dixon highlighted one program in particular that 
advocates for female coaches and mentioned the 
program is supported on a national scale.

“We have a program called ‘We Are Coaches,’” said 
Dixon, “Hockey Canada provides some grant dollars 
for the branches. Any female coaching initiatives 
that we run, Hockey Canada is going to support 
through some funding and resources.”

Coach Alberta, a separate association, also 
has several workshops in place to help get more 
women involved in sports organizations.

“There, for sure, is a gender inequity in sport,” said 
Jason Sjostrom, Chair of Coach Alberta. “So these 
workshops are targeted to young women in sport—
whether it’s coaches or sports administration—
advocating for them to get involved.”

When comparing statistics over the past five years, 
the percentage of female coaches in Alberta has 
increased from 2.6 per cent in 2010 to 3.6 per cent 
this past season. 

While still much lower than the national average of 
7.2 per cent, the numbers are improving.

White believes that these numbers are going to 
continue to increase as more former female players 
make their way into coaching.

“I think things are going to change as women’s 
hockey becomes more established and I think given 
the success of our women’s national team, more 
women will filter into the coaching ranks,” White said.

“There is no difference in regards to quality of coach 
based on gender.”

NICK DE LIMA ndelima@cjournal.ca
BRENDAN STASIEWICH bstasiewich@cjournal.ca 

“There is no difference in 
regards to quality of coach 

based on gender”
PHILLIP WHITE,

Sociologist

Women’s Hockey is growing rapidly in Canada. The number of female coaches is not matching that growth. 
PHOTO BY JOCELYN DOLL/ CALGARY JOURNAL

More news daily at 
calgaryjournal.ca
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F or the next four months, the Calgary Journal 
will be sharing our back page with the Glenbow 
Museum Archives. It is graciously providing us 

with an in-depth look behind the scenes of their 
extensive archives. Each month we will feature “a look 
back”, at  odd and awe-inspiring artifcats of Western 
Canada’s biggest art collection. With 70,000 square 
feet of storage space, over 200,000 artifacts within 
the museum, the Glenbow will not disappoint. 

“Concealed weapons could be useful in a dark alley 
or when looking for contraband. This sword stick 
was made by Robert Mole & Sons of Birmingham, 
England, for her Majesty’s Customs in  about 1860. 
The Customs officers unsheathed 

the sword to search through the cargo on board 
ships suspected of smuggling. This sword stick is 
stamped “H.M. Customs Service Hayling Bridge.”  
The cane itself is made of wood with brass fixtures 
at the bottom and where the two pieces come apart 
to reveal the metal Rapier. The rapier was commonly 
used across Europe in the 16th and 17th centuries. 
The Rapier design is meant for “thrusting” motions, 
with its size helping the weilder move quickly, cutting 
through the air with the small, thin blade. Also known 
as a swordstick, a Rapier concealed within a cane was 
a popular fashion accessory for the wealthy and elite 
when openly carrying a sword became less socially 
acceptable towards the 18th century. 

But in one smooth motion, the walking aide becomes a 
deadly weapon; the things that back alley brawls and 
swordfights were made of. 

At first sight, the wooden cane appears to be a simple 
piece of crafstmanship - common among the modern 
day gentleman of the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries. 
ALL PHOTO COURTESY OF THE GLENBOW MUSEUM ARCHIVES

The slim blade is ideal for quick and deadly transactions. 
the concept of a sword concealed within a cane was not 
an  unusual way to carry a sword in the 16th, 17th and 
18th centuries. the rapier is engraved with the words 
“H.M.Customs service hayling bridge.” 

A Visit to 
the Vault 

A LOOK BACK 
Join the Calgary Journal 
on a guided tour of the 
Glenbow Museum 
Archives 

A LOOK BACK 



  

mtroyal.ca/recreation/triathlon /// 403.440.6517

– Marvin Phillips

the difference between TRY 
and TRIUMPH is a little

 UMPH

»   “sprint” = short, not fast

»   For �rst-time and experienced triathletes

»   Swim 0.5 km, Bike 17.5 km, Run 5 km

»   Do it yourself or as a team

»   Yourself: $19 MRU Student | $39 Member | $69 Non-member 

»   Per team member: $15 MRU Student | $25 Member | $45 Non-member

28th Annual 
MRU Sprint 
Triathlon
Sunday, April 12

The Most DO-able Sprint TRIathlon
WHY?  Check our website.

Register via:
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